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1. Introduction
The high technological application and innovation in modern en-

gineering systems significantly improves the performance of these 
systems, but also greatly enhances their complexity, which adds more 
difficulty to the maintenance of complex systems. Once these systems 
fail, major security incidents may occur. Therefore, it is particularly 
important to design an effective location strategy that can quickly lo-
cate the fault. Recently, a lot of efficient fault location approaches 
have been proposed. Sehgal et al. [28] present a fault location proce-
dure for the tribo-mechanical systems based on matrix approach and 
graph theory, which is used to identify the fault sources and failure 
paths. However, the calculation of this method is complicated. A new 
diagnosis approach for multi-value attribute systems is developed us-
ing a rollout algorithm. It can obtain an optimal fault location sequence 
[15]. Garshasbi and Jamali [11] present an end-to-end method using 
passive measurements and adopt the heuristic algorithm for fault lo-
calization. This method reduces the total test cost but ignores the in-
herent uncertainty in network alarms. Aiming at this issue, Garshasbi 
[10] proposes a scheme for locating the fault in computer networks 
based on Ant Colony algorithm. It combines active measurement into 

passive measurement. Bayesian Network (BN), is an effective tool 
for reasoning in the field of fault diagnosis. Reference [1] develops 
a data-driven methodology for fault diagnosis based on BN and prin-
cipal component analysis. Nevertheless, this approach needs lots of 
fault data. In general, typical application of redundancy technology 
enhances the reliability of these systems in engineering systems. Its 
high reliability causes these systems to be in the early period of the 
lifetime. As a result, only little fault data can be collected, causing the 
epistemic uncertainty, which brings the huge difficulty in fault loca-
tion. Considering the uncertainty is a critical point to be solved in the 
fault location of complex systems. In recent years, theories such as 
D-S evidence theory, interval value method and fuzzy sets theory have 
been proposed to resolve epistemic uncertainty. D-S evidence theory 
has a powerful capability to handle epistemic uncertainty. Reference 
[12] proposes a new analysis model to deal with uncertainty and dy-
namic situations using D-S evidence theory and fuzzy number. Zhang 
et al. [38] combine the uncertainty theory and the probability theory 
into a chance theory and establish a probability‐uncertainty mixed 
model. To satisfy the duality and subadditivity of uncertain variables, 
a quantification approach for structural reliability based on uncertain 
random variables is proposed. Then the conception of structure reli-
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ability is presented and its formula is derived to uniformly evaluate 
the reliability under the epistemic and mixed uncertainty. Reference 
[4] proposes the fuzzy linguistic term sets to handle the epistemic un-
certainty. Some decisions are made on the established attribute model. 
By discussing D-S evidence theory and traditional evidence network, 
Mi et al. [24] present a dynamic evidence network-based method to 
implement the reliability analysis of complex systems. Multiple life 
distributions are integrated into dynamic evidence networks to address 
the epistemic uncertainty and challenges of mixed life distributions. A 
reliability analysis framework for dynamic systems is proposed based 
on expert elicitation and intuitionistic fuzzy sets theory [17]. This 
approach uses linguistic fuzzy sets to describe the evaluation value 
from experts, which can tackle the uncertainty, and solves temporal 
fault trees using Petri nets and BN-based method. A new maintenance 
strategy is proposed based on the integrated importance measure [6, 
36], which can improve its performance. However, these approaches 
determine the maintenance strategy only based on importance meas-
ures and ignore multi-source information, which may have effect on 
the maintenance performance. On this basis, a diagnosis strategy that 
takes full advantage of fuzzy sets theory and multi-attribute decision 
making is developed [9]. This approach constructs the fault model us-
ing the dynamic fault tree and deals with epistemic uncertainty using 
the fuzzy sets theory and expert elicitation. The VIKOR algorithm is 
used to make decisions for obtaining the optimal diagnosis sequence. 
However, these methods fail to incorporate sensor information into 
the diagnosis process.

Information fusion is a comprehensive step that deals with the in-
formation acquired from some sensors. It can guarantee the integrity 
of information from different angles. Since diagnosis method only 
based on single information cannot reflect the overall situation, the 
diagnosis system is required to optimize the diagnosis process based 
on multi-source information. Dugan et al. [3] propose a simple di-
agnostic sensor model, in which sensors are added to the fault tree 
directly. It utilizes the logic gates to represent the evidence informa-
tion from sensors and simplifies the feature function of the system 
to reduce the number of diagnosed components for enhancing the 
diagnosis efficiency. However, it only considers single attribute to de-
termine the diagnosis sequence. Reference [22] presents a diagnosis 
strategy for the real automobile equipment based on the optimal sen-
sor placement using Bayesian network. The mutual information is ex-
ploited to evaluate the diagnostic ability of different sensors, and the 
optimal placement of sensors is found by maximizing the diagnostic 
ability based on the number of the expected sensors. Nevertheless, 
the economic consequences caused by sensor failure are overlooked. 
Aiming at this point, a fault diagnosis method for multi-source in-
formation fusion is discussed based on D-S evidence theory in [23]. 
This method adopts the fuzzy membership function to build the ba-
sic probability assignments of three bodies of evidences, and finally 
gives making-decision rules for fault diagnosis. The diagnosis results 
show that it not only boosts the reliability of supporting the diagnosis 
goal significantly, but also correctly diagnoses the fault in the case of 
sensor failure. However, the risk assessment of failure mode for the 
system is not carried out. Therefore, Deng and Jiang [7] conduct a risk 
evaluation on the failure mode under an environment involving fuzzy 
uncertainty. The proposed method is an extension of traditional D-S 
evidence theory, which proposes a new D numbers model to evalu-
ate potential failure modes and rank their risk priority number based 
on multi-sensor information fusion. For the purpose of indicating the 
sequential relationship of failures between sensors and components, 
PAND gates are added in the static fault tree [29]. However, this ap-
proach fails to handle dynamic fault characteristics. Therefore, an ef-
fective diagnosis approach is developed based on reliability analysis 
and sensors data, which can renew the qualitative and quantitative in-
formation based on the evidence information from sensors to improve 
the diagnostic efficiency [8]. A new more reliable diagnosis method 
is put forward based on multi-source information fusion [37], which 
deduces the fault degree of power element through Bayesian network. 

Nevertheless, there is an unresolved issue in fusion, that is, if some 
strongly conflict elements exist in Bayesian network reasoning, the 
correctness of results will be affected. Xiao et al. develop a compre-
hensive diagnosis approach for wind turbine transmission system us-
ing information fusion [33]. It regards the output probabilities of the 
least square support vector machine as the basic probability distribu-
tion of evidence fusion, and accomplishes the diagnosis process by 
combining decision rules with D-S synthesis.

The decision-making algorithms for fault diagnosis are mainly used 
to determine the diagnosis sequence to locate the faulty components. 
Generally, minimum cut sets, importance degrees, and posterior prob-
ability of components are considered in diagnosis algorithms based 
on reliability analysis. Dugan et al. [3] develop the diagnostic impor-
tance factor (DIF) of components to obtain the fault location sequence 
based on Markov chain. Major drawbacks are the state explosion 
problem and decision-making based on a single attribute. To this end, 
an effective fault strategy is introduced by reference [30] based on 
the growing algorithm. This strategy finds the appropriate test points 
for some fault states, which avoids the backtracking problem of tra-
ditional algorithms and enhances diagnosis efficiency. Aiming at the 
complexity of rotating machinery and the ambiguity of fault charac-
teristics, a new algorithm combining fuzzy theory and neural network 
is proposed in [32]. To a certain extent, this proposed method can im-
prove the diagnostic accuracy. For the problem of incomplete weight 
attributes in the intuitionistic fuzzy environment, reference [31] gives 
a decision-making algorithm based on the improved VIKOR to obtain 
the best location result, which uses a new linear programming model 
to calculate the attribute weights and replaces the distance measure 
with a projection model to improve the traditional VIKOR method. 
Nevertheless, the constraint condition of the weight is directly given 
by the domain experts, which makes the deviation of the diagnosis 
results greater. Huang et al. [14] present an optimal diagnosis strategy 
for complex systems using multi-source heterogeneous information 
and VIKOR algorithm based on reliability analysis and intuitionistic 
fuzzy linguistic sets, which can locate the fault quickly and improve 
the diagnosis efficiency. However, this method fails to conduct the 
risk assessment of failure modes, and cannot incorporate the sensor 
information and current diagnosis results into the diagnosis process.

Inspired by the above problems, a fault location algorithm for com-
plex systems is proposed in this paper based on reliability analysis and 
information fusion considering epistemic uncertainty shown as Fig.1. 
A fault tree model is constructed based on failure modes and effects 
analysis. The failure probability of components is obtained by expert 
evaluations to resolve the epistemic uncertainty. In particular, a fault 
tree is converted into an evidence network to obtain some importance 
degrees. Furthermore, a diagnostic sensor model is built, and sensor 
information is incorporated to update importance degrees dynamical-
ly. Additionally, a decision table is constructed based on the obtained 
importance degrees and risk priority number. Finally, the optimal 
location strategy is determined by the improved CODAS algorithm 
which can recover the system as quickly as possible.

The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. Section 2 mainly 
introduces the D-S evidence theory, the evaluation method based on 
domain experts for the failure probability of components, and the cal-
culation of importance degrees. Section 3 develops a sensor model 
and proposes a fault location strategy based on the CODAS algorithm 
and sensor information. In section 4, a concrete urban rail power bat-
tery traction system is analyzed to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
proposed method. The last part draws conclusions and gives recom-
mendations for the future research.

2. Construction and analysis of fault model
A fault tree is a graphical model that depicts the logical interre-

lationships between malfunctions of components and caused symp-
toms. The model is established by analyzing the direct and indirect 
causes of system failures. Fault tree analysis is an effective means for 
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reliability analysis and fault diagnosis. It is of great help to improve 
the design and analysis of reliability. Additionally, the probability of 
the top event can be calculated by quantitative analysis, while given 
the failure probability of components in the system. The construction 
process of a fault tree is as follows.

Analyze the system and determine the causes of failure.• 
Determine the top event, intermediate event, and bottom events.• 
Clarify the logical relationships between events and select appro-• 
priate logic gates.
Construct a fault tree and simplify it reasonably.• 

2.1. D-S evidence theory and evidence network (EN)
D-S evidence theory proposed by Dempster and developed by 

Shafer, is a common tool for solving complex problems with uncer-
tainties.

Considering all events with two states: “occur” (F) and “not oc-
cur” (W). In the D-S evidence theory [20], Θ={W,F} is the knowledge 
framework of a component, and the focal sets of events can be defined 
as:

 { }{ }{ }{ }2 , , , ,W F W FΘ = ∅  (1)

where {F}, {W}, and {W,F} denote the failure state, working state, 
and uncertain state of components or systems respectively.

Based on the focal set, the basic probability assignment (BPA) also 
called mass function is defined to depict the support degree for the 
hypotheses, which satisfies the following formula:

 ( ) 0m ∅ =  (2)

 ( ) 1m
θ

θ
⊆Θ

=∑  (3)

To express the upper and lower bounds of the belief level, the belief 
function (Bel) and the plausibility function (Pl) are established ac-
cording to the mass function:

 ({ }) ({ })Bel F m F=  (4)

 ({ }) ({ }) ({ , })Pl F m F m W F= +  (5)                     

 ( ) ( ) ( )Bel F P F Pl F≤ ≤  (6)

 ( ) 1 ( )Bel W Pl F= −  (7)

 ( ) 1 ( )Pl W Bel F= −  (8)

The BPA in the evidence network can be obtained using the 
following equations:
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where ({ }) , ({ })X XBel F P Pl F P= = . 

2.2. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets
Intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS) [25] proposed by Atanassov in 

1986, is an extension of the classic fuzzy sets theory proposed by 
Zadeh in 1965. The IFS is defined as follows. 

Let X be a fixed set, then the IFS A in X is introduced as follows:

 
A x x x x XA A= 〈 〉 ∈{ , ( ), ( ) }µ υ

 (10)

where µA x( )  and υA x( )  are membership function and non-member-
ship function respectively, which satisfies 
0 1≤ ( ) + ( ) ≤ ∀ ∈µ υA Ax x x X, .

α µ υ= 〈 〉A A,  is called a pair of intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN), 
supposing there are two pairs of IFNs α µ υ α µ υα α α α1 1 1 2 2 2= 〈 〉 = 〈 〉, , ,

, 
 the following algorithms are introduced:

 α α µ µ µ µ υ υα α α α α α1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2+ = 〈 + − 〉,  (11)

 α α µ µ υ υ υ υα α α α α α1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2× = 〈 + − 〉,  (12)

 λα µ υ λα
λ

α
λ= 〈 − −( ) 〉 >1 1 0, ,  (13)

2.3. Expert evaluations
Evaluating the failure probability of components(1) 

Determining the failure probability of components is a significant 
step for locating the faults in the complex system. Generally, many 
studies from domestic and foreign assume that the failure probabili-
ties are precise values. However, it is unrealistic and may lead to enor-
mous errors in the results of the whole analysis. For this problem, the 
failure probabilities of components expressed in interval values are 
obtained by domain experts to reflect epistemic uncertainty.

Suppose that we seek the view of experts about the probability of 
a binary event state (Θ={W,F}), as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, if 
there are multiple experts for evaluation, the maximum and minimum 
values of expert evaluations are taken as the interval failure probabil-
ity of the component [18]. 

Hence, the uncertainty about the states of the system can be de-
scribed using probability bounds as:

Fig. 1. A fault location strategy based on information fusion and CODAS algorithm  
considering epistemic uncertainty
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 1 2
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0.75 ({ }) 0.85
0.15 ({ }) 0.25

P P W P
P P F P
= ≤ ≤ =

 = ≤ ≤ =

The Bel and Pl of the event can be obtained from the failure proba-
bilities evaluated by domain experts according to Equation (6). There-
fore, Bel({W})=0.75, Pl({W})=0.85, Bel({F})=0.15, Pl({F})=0.25. 
Since {W} and {F} are both singleton focal sets, based on Equation 
(4), m({W})=Bel({W})=0.75, m({F})=Bel({F})=0.15. The sum-
mation of all the focal sets’ belief masses is one according to Equa-
tion (3), then the probability of the component’s uncertain state is 
m({W,F})=1-m({W})-m({F})=0.1.

Estimation of risk priority number(2) 
Risk priority number (RPN) [18] is a greatly vital evaluation pa-

rameter in the reliability analysis and fault diagnosis. The higher the 
RPN, the more important the component, and it should be checked 
preferentially. The RPN is determined by three factors: the probability 
of failure occurrence (O), the severity of the failure (S), and the prob-
ability of the failure not being detected (D). It can be calculated using 
the following equation:

 RPN O S D= × ×  (14)

For the sake of the calculation of RPN, it needs to evaluate O, S, 
D respectively. In this paper, only S and D need to be evaluated since 
O has already been obtained by expert evaluations. Due to the grow-
ing complexity of the evaluated system and the lack of knowledge 
or data in the relevant field, it is difficult to accurately evaluate the 
risk factors. As such, the intuitionistic fuzzy terms are chosen for the 
evaluation of the risk factors S and D, and the individual evaluation 
grade is described as an IFN. The linguistic terms and their IFNs are 
shown in Table 2 [19, 34]. 

IFNs, expressed by different experts can be aggregated using the 
intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (IFWA) algorithm [16]. Let
α µ υα αi i i= 〈 〉,  be an n-dimensional set of IFNs, and the IFWA algo-

rithm is defined as:

IFWA n n n i
i

i

n
i

iα α α ω α ω α ω α µ υα
ω

α
ω

1 2 1 1 2 2
1

1 1, , , , ( ) = + + + = − −( ) ( )
=
∏

ii

n

=
∏

1   
(15)

where ωi is the corresponding weight, and ωii
n ==∑ 11 .

2.4. Conversion of a fault tree to an EN
For convenience’s sake, “0” and “1” indicate a working state and a 

failure state respectively. “A” and “B” represent the basic events, and 
“E” represents the output of a logic gate.

Static logic gates mainly include OR gate, AND gate, NOT gate 
and voting gate. The logic AND gate and OR gate are taken as ex-
amples to introduce the conversion of a fault tree to an EN. The logic 
AND gate is utilized to show that the output event occurs when all the 
input events occur. A logic AND gate and its corresponding EN model 
are shown in Fig. 2, and the conditional mass distribution table of the 
node E in the logic AND gate is given in Table 3. The logic OR gate 
is utilized to show that the output event occurs when any input event 
occurs. A logic OR gate and its corresponding EN model are shown in 
Fig. 3, and the conditional mass distribution table of the node E in the 
logic OR gate is given in Table 4 [27].

Table 1. Failure probability of a binary event state

State E1 E2

{W} P1=0.75 P2=0.85

{F} P1=0.25 P2=0.15

Table 2. Linguistic terms for rating the risk factors

Linguistic terms IFNs

Extremely low (EL) <0.10,0.90>

Very low (VL) <0.25,0.70>

Low (L) <0.30,0.60>

Medium low (ML) <0.40,0.50>

Medium (M) <0.50,0.50>

Medium high (MH) <0.60,0.30>

High (H) <0.70,0.20>

Very high (VH) <0.75,0.20>

Extremely high (EH) <0.90,0.10>

Table 3. Conditional mass distribution table of the node E in an AND gate

A B
 E

{W} {F} {W,F}

{W} {W} 1 0 0

{W} {F} 1 0 0

{W} {W,F} 1 0 0

{F} {W} 1 0 0

{F} {F} 0 1 0

{F} {W,F} 0 0 1

{W,F} {W} 1 0 0

{W,F} {F} 0 0 1

{W,F} {W,F} 0 0 1

Fig. 2. A logic AND gate and the corresponding EN

Fig. 3. A logic OR gate and the corresponding EN
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2.5. Calculation of reliability results
Once the static fault tree model is established, it is converted into 

the corresponding EN based on the above method. This paper uses the 
software Netica for simulation and applies the inference algorithm of 
EN to calculate some importance degrees such as diagnostic impor-
tance factor (DIF) and risk achievement worth (RAW).

DIF(1) 
DIF [2] refers to the failure probability of the component while the 

system also fails, which indicates the contribution of the component 
to the system failure. The higher the DIF, the more significant the 
component. It can be calculated as:

 | |( =1| =1) [ ({ }), ({ })]
i i iX i X S X SDIF P X S Bel F Pl F= =  (16)

where DIFXi represents the DIF of the component Xi; Xi is the i-th 
component of the system; P(Xi=1|S=1) means the failure probability 
of the component Xi when the system fails; [Bel({FXi|S}), Pl({FXi|S})] 
denotes the interval failure probability of the component Xi when the 
system fails.

RAW(2) 
RAW [21,35] refers to the ratio of system failure probability given 

a component has occurred over the system unreliability. It denotes the 
importance of keeping its current level of reliability for components. 
The traditional formula of RAW does not take the uncertainty into 
account, so an extension of RAW is developed to solve this problem. 
The specific formula is as follows:

1| 1 1| 1

1 1

[ ({ }), ({ })]( 1| 1)
( 1) [ ({ }), ({ })]

i i
i

S X S Xi
X

S S

Bel F Pl FP S XRAW
P S Bel F Pl F

= = = =

= =

= =
= =

=
(17)

where RAWXi represents the RAW of the i-th component; Pl({FS=1|Xi=1}) 
and Bel({FS=1|Xi=1}) indicate the plausibility and belief measures that 
the system is in a failure state given the component has failed.

3. Fault location strategy based on CODAS algorithm 
and information fusion

3.1. Construction of sensor model
It can be seen from the previous section that DIF of a component 

reflects the contribution of the component to the system failure. The 
higher the DIF, the more important the component. Therefore, DIF is 
chosen as the basis for determining the potential position of sensors. 
After the fault characteristics are analyzed, the DIF of each compo-
nent is calculated based on the evidence network and sorted in a de-

scending order. According to the number of sensors, components with 
high DIF values should be monitored.

This paper proposes a sensor model based on the EN (only consider 
the case where all sensors do not fail at the mission time). At the posi-
tion of the monitored component, an evidence node is added directly 
as the sensor model for placement. And the logical relationship is 
from the monitored node to the evidence node. Fig. 4 shows the sen-
sor diagnostic model. S1 is a sensor, which monitors the component 
X1. And the conditional mass distribution table of S1 is shown in Ta-
ble 5. To reflect the contribution of components to the system failure 
in real time, the reliability results are updated dynamically through 
sensor information, which makes it possible to provide more reliable 
diagnostic data for fault location. The specific formula of DIF under 
the evidence information is as follows:

 
( , , )( , )

( )i
E

P i E SDIF P i S E
P S DIF

′ = =  (18)

where i, S and E represent components, systems and evidence infor-
mation respectively.

3.2. Fault location strategy of interval multi-attribute based 
on an improved CODAS algorithm

In actual situations, the fault location strategy is usually affected 
by multiple attribute values, so a multi-criteria decision-making 
(MCDM) method is used to deal with it. Combinative Distance-
based Assessment (CODAS) [5,26] is a new distance-based MCDM 
method developed in 2016, which utilizes the Euclidean and Taxicab 
distances to search for the best alternative. In particular, the Euclidean 
distance is the primary measure for evaluation. The Taxicab distance 
will be chosen for comparison if the Euclidean distances of the two 
alternatives are approximate significantly. And the distance from the 
negative ideal solution is farther, the plan is better. Uncertainty is one 
of the important factors affecting the process of locating the fault. The 
interval value CODAS algorithm is adopted to handle the uncertainty 
problems of fault location in this paper. Assuming we have m alterna-

Table 4. Conditional mass distribution table of the node E in an OR gate

A B
 E

{W} {F} {W,F}

{W} {W} 1 0 0

{W} {F} 0 1 0

{W} {W,F} 0 0 1

{F} {W} 0 1 0

{F} {F} 0 1 0

{F} {W,F} 0 1 0

{W,F} {W} 0 0 1

{W,F} {F} 0 1 0

{W,F} {W,F} 0 0 1

Table 5. Conditional mass distribution table of S1

S1
X

{W} {F} {W,F}

{W} 1 0 0

{F} 0 1 0

{W,F} 0 0 1

Fig. 4. A model of a diagnostic sensor
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tives and n attributes, the specific steps of the interval value CODAS 
algorithm are shown below. 

Construct a decision matrix with interval-valued dataA. 
[ , ]L U

ij ij mn
X X 

  , where Xij represents the value of the i-th 

(i∈{1,2,...,m}) alternative under the j-th (j∈{1,2,...,n}) at-
tribute.
Calculate the normalized interval-valued decision matrix B. 

,L U
ij ijN N 

   :

 

,
maxX

min
,

L
ij

U
ij

iL
ij L

ij
i

U
ij

X
j B

N
X

j N
X


 ∈

= 

 ∈


 , 

,
maxX

min
,

U
ij

U
ij

iU
ij L

ij
i

L
ij

X
j B

N
X

j N
X


 ∈

= 

 ∈


 (19)

where B and N are associated with a benefit-type attribute and a 
cost-type attribute, respectively.

Calculate the weighted normalized interval-valued decision C. 

matrix , rL U
ij ijr 

  :

 rij
L

j ij
L=ω N , rij

U
j ij

U=ω N  (20)

where ωj is the attribute’s weight, and j
n

j=∑ =1 1ω .

Determine the interval-valued negative ideal solution.D. 

NS r r r r r r rj
L U L U

n
L

n
U

i
ij
L= 














{ } =− − − − − −

1 1 2 2, , , , , , min ,,rij
U{ }  (21)

Calculate the Euclidean and Taxicab distances of the alterna-E. 
tives based on the negative ideal solution:

 2 2
1 1( ) ( )n nL L U L

i ij j ij jj jE r r r r− −
= == − + −∑ ∑  (22)

 1 1| | | |n nL L U L
i ij j ij jj jT r r r r− −

= == − + −∑ ∑  (23)

Develop the relative evaluation matrix:F. 

 [ ]a ik mnR h=  (24)

 
h E E E E T Tik i k i k i k= −( ) + −( )× −( )( )ϕ  (25)

where k∈{1,2,...,m} and φ represents a 
threshold function to judge the equality 
of the Euclidean distances of two alterna-
tives which can be calculated as follows:

ϕ
τ
τ

x
if x
if x

( ) =
≥
<





1
0
, | |
, | |

          (26)

where τ is the threshold parameter, which 
is set as 0.02 for this paper. Generally, it is 
suggested that 0.01< τ <0.05.
Calculate the final evaluation score of G. 
each alternative. To determine the opti-
mal diagnosis sequence, the evaluation 

scores are sorted in descending order, and components with 
higher scores are diagnosed first:

 1
m

i ikkH h== ∑  (27)
As can be seen from the above steps, determining the weight is cru-

cial to the entire decision-making process, and it can directly affect the 
outcome of the decision. However, in many cases, the traditional CO-
DAS algorithm does not consider the influence of the attribute weight 
and the weights are given directly by the decision makers, which leads 
to more subjective results. This paper improves this defect by intro-
ducing the entropy weight method to determine the attribute weight. 
It is a relatively objective evaluation method.

Firstly, the entropy value Hj under attribute Cj is obtained by:

 
1

( ) ln ( )
m

j ij ij
i

H K m F m F
=

= − ∑  (28)

where 1 / ln ( 0,0 ( ) 1)ijK n K m F= > ≤ ≤ , if ( ) 0, ( ) ln ( ) 0ij ij ijm F m F m F= = .

Then, the deviation degree coefficient αj under the attribute Cj is 
obtained as follow:

 α j jH= −1  (29)

Finally, the weight value of each attribute can be determined ac-
cording to the following equation:

 ω
α

α
j

j

jj
n=
=∑ 1

 (30)

where ω ωj
j

n
j

=
∑ = ≤ ≤

1
1 0 1, .

4. Case study
To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method, 

this paper takes the urban rail power battery traction system [13] as 
an example to analyze the fault characteristics. Due to the maturity 
of lithium battery technology and the advancement of electronic and 
electrical technology, the power battery traction system has gradually 
become one of the effective traction solutions for urban rail transit. 
This power battery traction system is mainly composed of three parts: 
battery pack system, battery management system, and security moni-

Fig. 5. A fault tree model of power battery traction system
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toring unit. The fault tree model shown in Fig. 5 is constructed by 
taking the faults “electric shock, fire outbreak, and explosion” as the 
top event (T1) to describe the safety performance of the urban rail 
power battery traction system. The construction of this fault tree mod-
el is based on the composition and working mode of the system. The 
model contains 14 intermediate events and 17 basic events. The basic 
events and their corresponding interval failure probabilities evaluated 
by domain experts are shown in Table 6. Taking the component X1 

as an example, the estimated failure probability of component X1 by 
experts E1, E2, and E3 are 5.80e-03, 6.20e-03, 8.70e-03, respectively. 
Then the interval failure probability of component X1 is [5.80e-03, 
8.70e-03].

According to the knowledge in Section 2.3, three domain experts 
(E1, E2, E3) are selected to evaluate the risk factors S and D of each 
component, and the results are shown in Table 7. In order to show the 
difference and credibility of each expert, additionally, this paper as-

Table 6. Names and interval failure probabilities of components

Components Name Interval failure probabili-
ties

X1, X19 Circuit breaker failure [5.80e-03,8.70e-03]

X2, X18, X20 BMS failure [3.60e-04,5.40e-04]

X3 Voltage sensor failure [0.60e-03,0.90e-03]

X4 Short circuit in battery [1.46e-01,2.19e-01]

X5 Flame retardant failure 
of the battery shell [1.20e-03,1.80e-03]

X6 Battery overcharging [1.68e-01,2.52e-01]

X7 Connector failure [0.82e-02,1.23e-02]

X8 Wind turbine controller 
failure [0.36e-03,0.54e-03]

X9 Battery contamination [2.60e-03,3.90e-03]

X10 Cable failure [0.40e-04,0.60e-04]

X11 External short circuit [6.18e-02,9.27e-02]

X12 Current sensor failure [4.80e-03,7.20e-03]

X13 Fuse failure [1.52e-03,2.28e-03]

X14 circuit breaker protec-
tion failure [2.20e-03,3.30e-03]

X15 Motor failure [2.20e-03,3.30e-03]

X16 Charger failure [0.88e-02,1.32e-02]

X17 Temperature sensor 
failure [0.54e-03,0.81e-03]

Table 7. Evaluation of S and D by three domain experts

        Risk factors
 Experts S D

Components E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3

X1, X19 MH H M M ML ML

X2, X18, X20 L ML ML M M MH

X3 VH H H M MH M

X4 H MH H ML L L

X5 ML ML M M MH M

X6 H MH H M ML ML

X7 MH M ML M MH M

X8 VL L ML L L ML

X9 L VL EL MH MH H

X10 M MH MH M M MH

X11 MH M MH H MH MH

X12 MH M MH H H MH

X13 VH H H ML L L

X14 ML L L H H MH

X15 VH VH EH L M ML

X16 L L ML M ML ML

X17 H MH MH M M ML

Table 8. Group evaluation information of O, S, D

                      Risk factors
Components O S D

X1, X19 <0.00580,0.99130> <0.61879,0.29733> <0.43194,0.50000>

X2, X18, X20 <0.00036,0.99946> <0.37161,0.52811> <0.53238,0.42896>

X3 <0.00060,0.99910> <0.71597,0.20000> <0.54270,0.40760>

X4 <0.14600,0.78100> <0.66341,0.23521> <0.33164,0.56806>

X5 <0.00120,0.99820> <0.43194,0.50000> <0.54270,0.40760>

X6 <0.16800,0.74800> <0.66341,0.23521> <0.43194,0.50000>

X7 <0.00820,0.98770> <0.50608,0.42896> <0.54270,0.40760>

X8 <0.00036,0.99946> <0.31766,0.59494> <0.33164,0.56806>

X9 <0.00260,0.99610> <0.22406,0.72071> <0.63307,0.26564>

X10 <0.00004,0.99994> <0.57231,0.34969> <0.53238,0.42896>

X11 <0.06180,0.90730> <0.56265,0.36801> <0.63308,0.26564>

X12 <0.00480,0.99280> <0.56265,0.36801> <0.67296,0.22587>

X13 <0.00152,0.99772> <0.71597,0.20000> <0.33164,0.56806>

X14 <0.00220,0.99670> <0.33164,0.56806> <0.67296,0.22587>

X15 <0.00220,0.99670> <0.81008,0.16245> <0.41580,0.52811>

X16 <0.00880,0.98680> <0.33164,0.56806> <0.43194,0.50000>

X17 <0.00054,0.99919> <0.63308,0.26564> <0.47189,0.50000>
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signs a corresponding weight value for each expert, which is 0.3, 0.4, 
and 0.3 respectively.

After quantifying the corresponding IFNs, the individual evalua-
tions of risk factors S and D from each expert are synthesized into the 
group evaluations by Equation (15), and the values of O are converted 
into the form of intuitionistic fuzzy number. The results are shown in 
Table 8. RPN of components can be calculated using Equation (14) 
and be converted into interval numbers, as shown in Table 9.

DIF and RAW of each component can be obtained based on re-
liability analysis. These importance degrees together with RPN are 
used to construct an interval multi-attribute decision table shown in 
Table 10.

According to the entropy weight method, the weights of three attri-
butes ω1=0.3364, ω2=0.3316, ω3=0.3319 are determined using Equa-
tion (28)-(30). Furthermore, based on the CODAS, the evaluation 
score (H) of the fault location strategy can be obtained, as shown in 
Table 11. It can be seen that the fault location strategy is: 

X5>X4>X6>X11>X7>X19>X16>X1>X17>X18>X12>X3>X10>X
2>X15>X14>X9>X13>X20>X8.

Obviously, the first component to be checked is X5. If X5 fails, the 
maintenance process ends. Otherwise, the next component X4 will be 
diagnosed until the fault is detected.

To verify the effectiveness of the improved CODAS method, in this 
paper, a TOPSIS method is adopted for comparative analysis. It pro-
vides a descending ranking for all the alternatives by taking the rela-

Table 9. Risk priority number of components

Components RPN Components RPN

X1 [0.00155,0.00305] X11 [0.02201,0.04303]

X2 [0.00007,0.00015] X12 [0.00182,0.00352]

X3 [0.00023,0.00043] X13 [0.00036,0.00079]

X4 [0.03212,0.07235] X14 [0.00049,0.00111]

X5 [0.00028,0.00053] X15 [0.00074,0.00130]

X6 [0.04814,0.09636] X16 [0.00126,0.00285]

X7 [0.00225,0.00416] X17 [0.00016,0.00029]

X8 [0.00004,0.00010] X18 [0.00007,0.00015]

X9 [0.00037,0.00080] X19 [0.00155,0.00305]

X10 [0.00001,0.00002] X20 [0.00007,0.00015]

Table 10. Multi-attribute decision table

Components DIF RAW RPN

X1 [0.04125,0.04405] [3.09733,15.99883] [0.00155,0.00305]

X2 [0.00256,0.00274] [3.09733,15.99883] [0.00007,0.00015]

X3 [0.00427,0.00457] [3.09733,15.99883] [0.00023,0.00043]

X4 [0.76891,0.78866] [2.29340,8.14851] [0.03212,0.07235]

X5 [0.72973,0.72989] [264.8221,912.3449] [0.00028,0.00053]

X6 [0.20258,0.28309] [0.52511,2.71247] [0.04814,0.09636]

X7 [0.23484,0.23800] [12.47162,43.55733] [0.00225,0.00416]

X8 [0.00038,0.00056] [0.46194,2.43247] [0.00004,0.00010]

X9 [0.00303,0.00433] [0.50780,2.54509] [0.00037,0.00080]

X10 [0.00047,0.00049] [5.14831,18.52444] [0.00001,0.00002]

X11 [0.06180,0.09270] [0.43551,2.29661] [0.02201,0.04303]

X12 [0.01257,0.01274] [0.43583,2.29923] [0.00182,0.00352]

X13 [0.00152,0.00228] [0.43674,2.30619] [0.00036,0.00079]

X14 [0.00220,0.00330] [0.43632,2.30315] [0.00049,0.00111]

X15 [0.00222,0.00332] [0.43979,2.31855] [0.00074,0.00130]

X16 [0.05000,0.05422] [2.47416,12.77583] [0.00126,0.00285]

X17 [0.01885,0.01912] [15.20216,52.97985] [0.00016,0.00029]

X18 [0.01257,0.01274] [15.20216,52.97985] [0.00007,0.00015]

X19 [0.20248,0.20481] [15.20216,52.97985] [0.00155,0.00305]

X20 [0.00036,0.00054] [0.43583,2.29923] [0.00007,0.00015]

Table 11. Evaluation score of components

Components H Components H

X1 -4.2197 X11 3.3367

X2 -5.6236 X12 -5.0683

X3 -5.5828 X13 -5.7361

X4 25.4781 X14 -5.6856

X5 26.3068 X15 -5.6503

X6 16.1689 X16 -3.9974

X7 1.8254 X17 -4.6369

X8 -5.8346 X18 -4.7688

X9 -5.7068 X19 0.8405

X10 -5.6146 X20 -5.8312

Table 12. Relative closeness of components

Components R Components R

X1 0.0317 X11 0.1719

X2 0.0066 X12 0.0164

X3 0.0082 X13 0.0030

X4 0.5337 X14 0.0043

X5 0.6627 X15 0.0053

X6 0.4100 X16 0.0331

X7 0.1232 X17 0.0294

X8 0.0003 X18 0.0264

X9 0.0039 X19 0.1104

X10 0.0068 X20 0.0004

Table 13. Evaluation score of components without using entropy weight 
method

Components H Components H

X1 -4.3318 X11 5.6739

X2 -5.7047 X12 -4.8696

X3 -5.6543 X13 -5.7328

X4 25.9212 X14 -5.6705

X5 21.0966 X15 -5.6227

X6 21.1088 X16 -4.1307

X7 0.8968 X17 -4.8553

X8 -5.8612 X18 -4.9760

X9 -5.7095 X19 -0.0200

X10 -5.7037 X20 -5.8547
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tive closeness to the ideal solution. As shown in Table 12, the compo-
nent with higher relative closeness is first diagnosed. As you can see 
from Table 12, the fault location strategy can be obtained as follows:

X5>X4>X6>X11>X7>X19>X16>X1>X17>X18>X12>X3>X10>X
2>X15>X14>X9>X13>X20>X8

It is consistent with the location strategy obtained by the improved 
CODAS method, which proves the effectiveness and feasibility of the 
improved CODAS method.

However, there is a defect when the TOPSIS algorithm is used for 
decision-making, because its optimal scheme is determined by select-
ing the scheme with the shortest distance from the positive ideal solu-
tion and the longest distance from the negative ideal solution. When 
the index values of the two evaluation objects are symmetrical about 
the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution, the accurate 
results cannot be obtained, but the CODAS algorithm can make up 
for this defect.  

Furthermore, a comparative experiment is also added in this sec-
tion to compare the differences between the weight determined by the 

entropy weight method and the expert evaluation. Table 13 gives the 
results that the weight is determined without using the entropy weight 
method. And the fault location sequence is as follows:

X4>X6>X5>X11>X7>X19>X16>X1>X17>X12>X18>X15>X3>X
14>X10>X2>X9>X13>X20>X8

Obviously, the fault location sequence without using the entropy 
weight method has changed significantly, which will lead to a more 
subjective output.

DIF of all components are shown in Table 10, which can be used 
to determine the potential location of sensors. Supposing that the sys-
tem only allows one sensor to be installed, and it can be observed that 
the DIF of component X4 is the highest from Table 10. Therefore, the 
sensor S1 is chosen to be installed on component X4. The evidence 
information (X4 works or fails) will be fused into the EN and the im-
portance degrees such as DIF and RAW, can be recalculated. In this 
paper, assuming that component X4 is detected to be in a working state 
and the updated decision table is constructed as given in Table 14.

The updated evaluation score of components can be obtained in 
the same way, as shown in Table 15. After incorporating the sensor 
information, the fault location sequence is as follows:

X7>X19>X6>X17>X18>X11>X1>X16>X10>X3>X2>X12>X15>
X9>X14>X13>X5>X8>X20.

Obviously, after fusing the sensor information, the diagnosis se-
quence has changed significantly, which indicates that it is necessary 
to fuse sensor information for fault location.

5. Conclusion
Based on reliability analysis and information fusion, a fault loca-

tion strategy is presented for complex systems under uncertainty in 
this paper. To describe epistemic uncertainty, the failure probability 
of components is evaluated with interval values by domain experts; 
Afterward, the fault tree is employed for modeling fault character-
istics, which is converted into an evidence network to obtain some 

Table 14. Updated multi-attribute decision table

Components DIF RAW RPN

X1 [0.13683,0.13935] [9.74111,53.07966] [0.00155,0.00305]

X2 [0.00849,0.00867] [9.74111,53.07966] [0.00007,0.00015]

X3 [0.01416,0.01445] [9.74111,53.07966] [0.00023,0.00043]

X5 [0.00123,0.00183] [0.41289,2.42195] [0.00028,0.00053]

X6 [0.29582,0.36692] [0.72704,3.96024] [0.04814,0.09636]

X7 [0.84590,0.84654] [42.59458,154.96607] [0.00225,0.00416]

X8 [0.00044,0.00062] [0.50566,2.92507] [0.00004,0.00010]

X9 [0.00420,0.00549] [0.66631,3.34139] [0.00037,0.00080]

X10 [0.00164,0.00166] [16.92894,62.41633] [0.00001,0.00002]

X11 [0.06182,0.09271] [0.41299,2.42275] [0.02201,0.04303]

X12 [0.00482,0.00722] [0.41419,2.43258] [0.00182,0.00352]

X13 [0.00154,0.00230] [0.41734,2.45826] [0.00036,0.00079]

X14 [0.00222,0.00332] [0.41596,2.44702] [0.00049,0.00111]

X15 [0.00228,0.00338] [0.42804,2.50405] [0.00074,0.00130]

X16 [0.16108,0.16480] [7.55821,41.16724] [0.00126,0.00285]

X17 [0.06822,0.06847] [52.16353,189.87244] [0.00016,0.00029]

X18 [0.04548,0.04565] [52.16353,189.87244] [0.00007,0.00015]

X19 [0.73273,0.73351] [52.16353,189.87244] [0.00155,0.00305]

X20 [0.00036,0.00054] [0.41419, 2.43258] [0.00007,0.00015]

Table 15. Updated evaluation score of components

Components H Components H

X1 -1.2742 X12 -7.2472

X2 -3.9779 X13 -7.6469

X3 -3.8754 X14 -7.5985

X5 -7.6820 X15 -7.5622

X6 14.5781 X16 -1.4462

X7 22.4662 X17 7.5595

X8 -7.7263 X18 7.2109

X9 -7.5760 X19 21.7829

X10 -3.0806 X20 -7.7436

X11 0.8393
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importance degrees such as DIF and RAW for quantitative analysis; 
Furthermore, the sensor information is used to update dynamically 
these results. An interval multi-attribute diagnostic decision table is 
constructed based on the obtained importance degrees and the evalu-
ated risk priority number. Besides, for realizing fault location rapidly, 
the CODAS algorithm is used to determine the best fault diagnosis 
sequence to provide some decision support and the entropy weight 
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attributes, which avoids experts’ subjectivity. Finally, the feasibility of 

the proposed method is demonstrated by an urban rail power battery 
traction system.

In the future, we will emphatically focus on the dynamic correla-
tion and common cause failures among complex systems.
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